Sternheimer antishielding factors of fluorine in octahedral transition metal complexes have been determined from nuclear quadrupole coupling data derived from differential perturbed angularcorrelation measurements taking into account ionic and covalent contributions to the electric field gradient at the fluorine nucleus. It has been found that the antishielding effect increases with increasing d-occupation in the metal ion, but is different for perovskite and rutile complexes and cannot be described by a scalar factor for the F--ions in rutile fluorides, where the fluor position is of less than axial symmetry.
I. Introduction
Measurements of nuclear quadrupole interaction energies (NQI) give information about the product of the nuclear quadrupole moment Q times the electrical field gradient (EFG), which depends strongly on the environment of the nucleus under consideration.
By studying the quadrupole interaction of a certain nucleus in various chemical compounds the different charge-density distributions surrounding the nucleus are reflected by the experimental d a ta 1-3. In ionic crystals which we are dealing with, there are various contributions to the EFG at a fixed lattice site: i) the EFG due to a-and 7r-covalency; ii) the lattice EFG caused by the surrounding ions, which polarizes the considered ion and can lead to a large enhancement of the pure lattice EFG. This antishielding effect, firstly introduced by Sternheimer, is found to be -in first order -proportional to the lattice EFG in the case of closed shell ions1. However, the agreement of antishielding factors derived from experimental data and those calculated by Sternheimer and others performed with free-ion wave functions is unsatisfactory4-8. This is not surprising as pointed out by Sternheimer himself, since the wave function of an ion in a crystal will be significantly different from a free-ion wave function.
For the fluorine ion to which we shall refer, several free-ion Sternheimer correction factors (1 -yoo) have been published (Table 1) . They agree rather well, except the value of Feiock and Johnson, which was calculated including relativistic effects.
To treat the Sternheimer antishielding of fluorine ions in solid compounds in a more systematic manner, we analyzed nuclear quadrupole coupling data of fluor-compounds of transition metals which were derived from differential perturbed angular correlation (DPAC) measurements of the 197 keV y-radiation emitted in the decay of the 7 = 5/2 excited state.
Nuclear quadrupole coupling data of fluorides with rutile structure (NiF2, CoF2, FeF2, MnF2) which were previously reported10 and of the perovskite RbMnFß11 were completed by DPACmeasurements of the fluorides KNiF3, KC0F3 and KM11F3 with perovskite structure. There are some ad vantages to dealing with these classes of compounds:
i) The regular or nearly regular octahedrons in these compounds differ mainly in the 3d-state occupation of the central ion.
ii) Thus a-and n-covalency can be treated in a first approximation as due to charge transfer from the ligand 2p-orbitals into the metal 3d-orbital and expressed by the admixture coefficients of the LCAO antibonding wave functions derived for octahedral complexes. Therefore the contribution to the EFG at the site of the fluorine-ion due to a-and n-covalency as treated by Townes and Dailey1-3 can be estimated by comparison with measurements of the fraction of unpaired spin of the fluorine 2p-orbitals by magnetic transferred hyperfine interactions (THFI) 12>13.
iii) The published crystallographic data of the crystals used make it possible to estimate the lattice contribution to the EFG by a simple pointcharge model.
By discussing the various contributions to the EFG we try to come to a more realistic understand ing of the Sternheimer antishielding effect.
II. Experimental
The measurements were carried out with the pulsed proton beam (1 ns duration) of a KN 4000 van de Graaff-accelerator. The experimental setup is described in detail elsewhere10. Bombarding 19F with 3.5 MeV protons the 5/2+ level of the fluorine nucleus is excited by the (pp')-reaction and decays with a mean-life r = 125 ns by y-ray emission. Neglecting the experimental time-resolution, the decay-curve of the y-radiation is given by N(6, t) = No • e-t>*[ 1 + «2*722 (0 • P2(cos0)]. (1) az is the anisotropy of the y-radiation and q^i (t) is the time-dependent attenuation coefficient, which contains the information about the nuclear moment interaction with surrounding fields during the life time of the excited nucleus. In the case of pure electric quadrupole-interaction, 7 = 5/2 and poly crystalline target material, <722 (0 has the form 3 ff22 (t) -ao + 2 a«cos w<1 > £=i where ao, at and <x>i depend on the nuclear quadru pole moment Q and the EFG at the position of the excited nucleus, which is usually represented by the main tensor component Vzz given by By fitting the experimental curves according to expression (1) the parameters \VZZ\ and rj can be determined if the nuclear quadrupole moment Q is known. For further discussion we use the value # ( 19F, 197 keV) = 0.12 barn, giyen by Sugimoto et al.14.
The compounds with perovskite structure KN1F3, KC0F3 and KMnF3 were made as described by Rüdorff et a l. 15, 16 . The lattice parameters derived from Debye-Scherrer photographs were found to be within published values17.
III. Theory
The EFG (F^J) at a nucleus is usually expressed as a sum of an ionic contribution (FJ°n) and a covalent contribution (F°°v) due to the covalent bounds with the nearest neighbours:
In this equation the Sternheimer antishielding (1 -700) is assumed to be a scalar factor; i is the ionicity and wjc means the probability for a F --ion to form a covalent bond with the fcth nearest neighbour bond switching model3). qc koy is the principal component of the axially symmetric EFG due to the covalent bond directed to the Mh bond axis which can be expressed in the Townes-Dailey approach for two atomic molecules as proportional to the atomic EFG qat arising from the 2p-hole in the neutral fluorine atom 2,3:
Thus the covalency factor / means the deviation of the 2p electronic charge distribution due to the charge transfer with adjacent ions from spherical symmetry. While er-electrons transferred to the fcth neighbour contribute positively to /, the trans ferred ^-electrons, moving on the two orbitals orthogonal to the bond axis, enter negatively in / because of the Laplace-equation AV -0. If we restrict ourselves to regular octahedral complexes of transition metals and neglect sphybridisation which is justified by theoretical and experimental arguments 12>13,19, the covalency factor / of Eq. (3) due to 2p 3d electron transfer can be expressed most conveniently in terms of holes in the antibonding molecular orbitals using the LCAO-MO-method. The five antibonding orbitals for octahedral complexes with eg-and tzgsymmetry are12•13:
It is customary to express the electronic charge transferred to the central ion for singly occupied eg-and ^-orbitals in terms of fractional occupations which are, from Equation (4) = (2 -n/2) fa e , Cjt = 2(2 -m/3) fn e ;
(2 -n/2) and (2 -m/3) are the number of eg-and ^2^-holes respectively. The expectation value of the EFG operator q°p at a ligand nucleus due to its 2p-hole wave function is:
<2pff-hole | q°p | 2p(X -hole> = qa t, and 2 <2pJ -r-hole I q°p I 2pJI-hole> = -t
Thus we can write the EFG at the nucleus of a ligand due to the covalent 2 p^3 d charge transfer to the central ion in an octahedral complex a s12 2C0V = {(2 -n/2) fa -( 2 -m/3) /"} q* . (8) qcov is the principal component of the axially sym metric covalent EFG directed to the bond axis. The curled bracket stands for the covalence factor / [see Equation (3)].
In octahedral d 8-complexes (t\g e2) where sym metry considerations do not allow ^-electron transfer, the covalency factor / is reduced to fa ' , in d 5-complexes (t\g eg) f will be given by fa -fnIn these cases the covalency factor / arising from aspherical charge transfer can be compared in a first approximation with the fraction /' = /</ -fn' of unpaired spin in the ligand 2p-orbital which is known from THFI-measurements13 (see Table 2 ). The still open parameters of Eq. (2) are the ionicity i and the probability factors wjc, to wT hich we will refer in the next section.
IV. Discussion KNiF3, KC0F3, KMnF3 and RbMnF3 crystallize in the cubic perovskite structure. The edges of a cube are occupied by the K +-and Rb+-ions respectively. The metal ion located at the bodycentered position of the unit cell is surrounded by six F --ions located at the face-centered positions (D4h-symmetry) forming a regular MeFß-octahedron. Since each F~-ion is collinear and equal in distance with the two nearest neighbours, the probability factors W\ and are equal and we have, according to Eqs. (2) and (3): C v = / ? at, r]coy = 0. z is directed to the bond axis which coincides with the 4-fold rotation axis of the F~-position. Therefore the principal axes of (F §4), (F $v) and (F §) are identical and the asymmetry parameters rjeov and r a r e zero which is verified by our calculations and measurements. Thus we have from Eq. (2) and (11):
The compounds MnF2, FeF2, CoF2 and NiF2 have the tetragonal rutile unit cell belonging to the space-group D^ which is shown in Figure 3a .
Each metal ion located at (0, 0, 0) and (1/2,1/2, 1/2) is surrounded by a slightly distorted octahedron (orthorhombic symmetry) of six F~-ions located at ± ( u ,u , 0) and ± ( w + l/2 , 1/2 -u, 1/2), four of them being at a slightly different distance from the other two. The crystallographic data and the metal fluorine distances are listed in Table 3 . The principal axes of (Fg4), (F^v) and (Fg) are determined by the two orthogonal mirror planes of the fluorine position (Figure 3b ). Each fluorine ion has three nearest neighbouring metal ions lying in the ar-y-plane (Figure 4 ). Since two metal ions (Mei and Me2) are the same distance from the fluorine and since ^ wk -1» one has: wi = W2 = w; x Y Fig. 3b . Mirror planes through the fluor position (large circle) in rutil complexes. The axes x, y and z refer to the principal axes derived from the calculations of (FJ").
-1 -2w. Thus according to Eq. (2) and (3) the covalent EFG (F^v) due to the bond with the three nearest neighbours is given by (see Figure 4) :
T/cov _ _ 1 I at * zz -2! y > cov = 3 _ 12 w sin2 0/2 .
Fg°v is independent of w, i.e. of the distortion of the MeFö-octahedrons. In comparision with Eq. (10) we deduce from Eq. (2) and (13): Because the sign of Vfz is not determined from DPAC-measurements with polycrystalline target material and since (1-yoo) is positive, the same sign for Vfz and Vx zz can be deduced from Eq. (12) and (14) (see Table 4 ). The contributions to Eq. (12) and (14) for the various compounds are listed in Table 4 . The experimental errors are given in brackets. Since Q and qat enter i( 1 -yoo) only as scaling factor, their possible errors are not taken into account. Vx zz were calculated using the same effective charge eeff (metal) = 1.76 j e | for all metal ions (see Section III). Assuming eeff(F-) = -6eff(K + Rb+) * , all effective charges are determined because of charge neutrality. If we assume further, that the ionicity i is approximately the same for the listed * A higher effective charge for the alkali ions does not change the following conclusions. Table 4 the increasing antishielding with increasing 3d occupancy of the metals both for perovskite and rutile fluorides is obvious. This may be further reinforced by the increasing Me-F distances as indicated in the case of KMnF3 and RbMnF3, since the Me-F distance decreases from complexes with d 5-to complexes with d 8-ions. This trend is highly correlated with the overlap integrals of these complexes wT hich were calculated by Da vies et al.30 using dem enti's wave functions ( Table 5 ).
The differences between the antishielding factors of F _ in fluorides with perovskite and rutile structure arise, in our opinion, mainly for two reasons:
Firstly the influence to the EFG of the electric field (of the order of 108 V/cm, see Table 6 ) at the fluorine position in rutile fluorides has to be taken into consideration, which may arise -following Dixon and Bloembergen -from mixing of bond ing and antibonding orbitals31-33. Since the influence to the EFG caused by an electric field is then opposite in sign for a-and ^-electrons, i.e. increases with decreasing 71-electron transfer, it seems to be understandable from Eq. (12) and (14) that the antishielding factors for MnF2 and RbMnF3 do not disagree very much in contrary to the anti shielding factors for CoF2, KC0F3 and NiF2, KNIF3 respectively (see Table 4 ). Further, one has to ask whether the concept of a scalar antishielding factor is realistic in systems where the external EFG is of less than axial symmetry. Comparing the measured and calculated asymmetry parameters for the rutile fluorides which are listed in Table 7 , it seems necessary to assume anisotropic antishielding. The asymmetry param eters rf0Y due to the covalent contribution to the EFG were calculated according to Eq. (13) using three values for the probability factor w : w = 0.30; w = l/3 ; w -0.35. (Since the three nearest neigh bours are nearly equal in distance -see Fig. 4 , Table 3 -w is assumed to be about 1/3.) As can be seen from Table 7 , it is not possible to satisfy Eq. (2) for all components of the EFG (Fg) and thus to describe the antishielding effect by a scalar factor only. In comparison to isotropic shielding, anisotropic shielding may change Vfz and rj1 * up to 25%, as was estimated by Stout and Garret34.
